Stripped Dishcloth Pattern

MATERIALS
- Worsted weight kitchen cotton yarn, at least two colors, yarn A & yarn B
- G (4.0 or 4.25 mm) crochet hook
- Tapestry needle
- Scissors

GLOSSARY OF TERMS, STITCHES, AND TECHNIQUES

Chain stitch (ch): To make, draw yarn through the active loop on the hook.

Fasten off: Cut the yarn at least 4 inches from the last stitch and draw the end through the active loop. Pull tightly to secure.

Front loop only (FLO) indicates the location of where to place a stitch. Out of the two loops in the top of a stitch, only work under the one which is closest to the crocheter.

Single crochet stitch (sc): To make, insert your hook into the indicated stitch, draw up a loop, yarn over and draw through both loops.

Skip (sk) helps to identify where the next stitch goes by accounting for any stitches in the preceding row in which a stitch will not be placed.

Slip knot: To make, cross the tail end over the yarn to make a loop, draw up yarn from the yarn ball side through the loop and tighten, making sure the cut end is not pulled through.

Stitch (st) is a generic stitch, usually designates the location in the previous row in which a particular stitch, such as a single crochet, will be made.

Tail: the unworked cut end of the yarn
PATTERN

With yarn A, Chain (ch) 31.

ROW 1: Single crochet (sc) in 2nd ch from hook, sc in each ch across [30 sc].

ROW 2-18: Ch 1, turn. Skip (sk) ch, sc (under both loops) in 1st st, sc in the front loop only (FLO) in each of next 28 st, sc (under both loops) in last st of row [30 sc].

ROW 19: Ch 1, turn. Sk ch, sc (under both loops) in 1st st, sc FLO in each of next 28 sc across. In last st, sc under both loops changing to yarn B [30 sc].

ROW 20: Ch 1, turn. Sk ch, sc (under both loops) in 1st st, sc FLO in each of next 28 st. In last st, sc under both loops changing to yarn A [30 sc].

ROW 21-22: Ch 1, turn. Sk ch, sc (under both loops) in 1st st, sc FLO in each of next 28 st, sc (under both loops) in last st of row [30 sc].

ROW 23: Ch 1, turn. Sk ch, sc (under both loops) in 1st st, sc FLO in each of next 28 sc across. In last st, sc under both loops changing to yarn B [30 sc].

ROW 24: Ch 1, turn. Sk ch, sc (under both loops) in 1st st, sc FLO in each of next 28 st. In last st, sc under both loops changing to yarn A [30 sc].

ROW 25-27: Ch 1, turn. Sk ch, sc (under both loops) in 1st st, sc FLO in each of next 28 st, sc (under both loops) in last st of row [30 sc].

Fasten off. Weave in ends.